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Civil QC Engineer
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Company: Archirodon Construction

Location: United Arab Emirates

Category: healthcare-practitioners-and-technical

Job Description

We are constantly growing and are currently looking forCivil QC Engineerto join a top

qualified and knowledgeable team of Engineers in our project in Abu Dhabi, UAE.

Would you like to be part of a dynamic EPC leader with global presence We'd like to meet you.

Join our worldwide journey. Build on something that matters!

What you will need to do:

Review of all technical documents, data sheets, Material Requisitions, lead a team of QC

Inspectors and coordinate all inspections at vendor / subcontractor and site. Compile

Final Project Dossiers (RFI, Inspection & Testing Reports).

Strong experience in preparation, review and inspection of civil engineering

deliverables.

Experience in preparing, review of concrete specification, mix design and ITPs.

Strong supervisory, coordination and reporting skills.

Experienced in all Civil related works (O&G)

Knowledge in all civil laboratory testing requirements.

Supervisory, coordination and reporting skills.

What you will need to have:
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Bachelor's Degree in Civil Engineering from a recognized/ reputed University.

Certified Auditor ISO 9001:2015.

Minimum 8 yrs. as QC Engineer (previous experience with ADNOC projects will be

advantage).

Fluency in English

Computer literacy, proficient in computer skills including use of MS Office

Well versed in the preparation, review and approval of ITP, procedures , method

statements , MAR .Conversant with international construction codes , standards,

SHELL DEP , ADNOC specifications . Conversant with material selection - various fill

material , inspection , lab testing and certification of concrete , re-bar, pre-cast

elements , in-situ casting , foundations , sleepers , trenches. Familiar with civil

construction methods for Pipeline , buildings , foundation . Shall be hands on in the

repair methods for RCC . Shall be adept in interface management with implementation

contractor QC , client QC , vendor QC for periodic inspections , coordinate with

survey team for survey reports - review and verify survey data.

What it is nice to have:

Experience inEPC and EPCM industry

O&G experience

You are someone who:

Organized, committed and hard worker

Strong interpersonal skills and a team player with high attention to details

An analytical thinker

A results driven person combined with problem solving techniques

Report writing and communication skills

What is in it for you:



Competitive salary and benefits are part of the offering, yet the real joy comes from

being a member of smart and passionate teams, within an international leading EPC Group on

a mission that matters. We createmega construction projects - literally around the globe

- with meaningful impact on the local communities for the years to come.At Archirodon, you

will find a proud,productive and human-centric culture, caring for and building on our people

and their development!

Please note that you will be contacted only in case you are shortlisted for an interview. In the

meantime, do not hesitate to stay in touch and keep monitoringour and ourpage! Rest

assured that your application will be treated with strict confidentiality and under all applicable

data privacy regulations.

Apply Now
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